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EXISTENCE OF ALMOST PERIODIC SOLUTIONS OF SYSTEMS 
OF LINEAR AND QUASILINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
WITH TIME LAG 
ALEXANDER FISCHER, Praha 
(Received March 14, 1979) 
INTRODUCTION 
Applications of differential equations with time lag can be found in many various 
fields. This is the case especially in the theory of automatic control systems, telemecha­
nics, radiodetection and ranging, radio navigation and in other branches. An im­
portant role is played here by periodic and almost periodic precesses and the cor­
responding periodic and almost periodic solutions of systems of differential equations 
with time lag. 
This paper has been inspired by S. N. Simanov's paper [4]. The author studies in 
[4] the equation (in matrix form) 
(1) x'(0 = a x(t) + bx(t-z)+ f(t) 
where a, b are constant square matrices of «-th order, the function f(t) and its deriva­
tive f'(t) are almost periodic vector functions (column with n components), and z is 
a positive constant time lag. Provided that all roots of the characteristic equation 
of Equation (1) lie in the half-plane 
Rez g -2a < 0, 
Equation (l) has a unique almost periodic solution xf(t) which satisfies the estimate 
\xf\ g AM . 
Here A is a positive constant depending on a9 b only, and 
M - m a x { | / | , | / ' | } . 
This result may be extended and generalized to a system of quasilinear equations. 
This is the aim of this paper. 
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I. LINEAR EQUATION 
The problem will be solved for one constant time lag. The method used for several 
constant time lags would be, however, quite analogous. 
Let us consider the system (l) and introduce for all almost periodic functions f(t) 
with an almost periodic derivative/'(f) the norm 
||/|| = max H/MEI}, 
where 
| / | = sup|/( .) | , | / ' | = sup|/ '(0| 
for t e J = (— oo, + oo) . 
Let 
<P(z) = zE- a - be~2X, 
where E is the unit matrix of n-th order, and let the characteristic quasipolynomial 
of Equation (1) be 
A(z) = det $(z). 
A(z) is a transcendent entire function (in general) of complex variable z and, con-
sequently, the equation 
(2) A(z) = 0 
has an infinite number of roots without any finite limit point. Under o(A(z)) we under-
stand the set of all roots of Equation (2) over the range C of all complex numbers. 
Let 
P(a) = {zeC: |Rez | = a} 
for a real positive number a. Each stripe P(2a), a > 0, contains only a finite number 
of zeros of the characteristic quasi-polynomial A(z) because <P(z) z"1 is arbitrarily 
close to the matrix E in the stripe P(2a) for z sufficiently large (in absolute value). 
Hence the matrix <P(z) is a regular one for such z. Consequently the positive number a 
can be chosen so that the set 
P(2a) n o(A(z)) 
lies on the imaginary axis of the complex plane C. Let this set consist of points 
icol9 ..., icQp with multiplicities rl9..., rp if regarded as roots of Equation (2). 
Given a set Jt c J = (— oo, + oo) and a complex number /?, we put 
fiJt = {p^ : £ e Jt} . 
Theorem 1. Let the distance 
d = dist [iAf9 o(A(z))] 
of spectrum iAf of an almost periodic function f(t) (Af is the set of all Fourier 
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exponents of the function f(t)) from c(A(z)) in the complex plane C be positive. 
Then Equation (l) admits a unique almost periodic solution xf(t) which satisfies 
the inclusion 
(3) 4., -л* 
and the estimate 
(4) IWI = Ąí\ 
where the constant Л depends on a, b, d, x only. 
Note. Equation (1) may admit an infinite number of almost periodic solutions, 
but only one of them has its spectrum contained in the spectrum of the function f(t). 
In order to prove Theorem 1, we need Favard's theorem: 
If f(t) is an almost periodic function and if 
Afr\(-d, d) = 0 
where d is a positive number, then the primitive function 
ғ(0 = Г'f(s)ds 
0 
is an almost periodic function, too, and the estimate 
\F(t) - M{F(t)}\ g M\f\ 
is valid. 
Here 
M{F(t)}= lim If F(s)ds 
t T- + 00 Т J 0 
is the mean value of the almost periodic function F(t) and M = M(d) is a positive 
constant depending, on d only. 
The proof of Favard's theorem was published in [l], [2], [3]. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let 
f(t)~Z<P(l<)eUt9 XeAf. x 
First we seek a formal almost periodic solution xf(t) of Equation (1) in the form 
xf(t) ~ X c(X) e
ixt, XeAf x 
i.e. with the spectrum in \Af. We obtain a system of algebraic linear equations for 
c(X): 
(6) iA c(k) = a c(X) + b c(X) e _ U t + <p(X) , XeAf. 
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If d > 0, then this equation has the unique solution 
(7) c(X) = ^>-1(iX)cp(X), keAf. 
Thus the uniqueness of the required solution, if it exists, is verified. 
Now let us prove existence of the required solution. First letf(f) be a finite trigono-
metric polynomial. Under this assumption the formal solution of Equation (l) 
(8) xf(t) = £ <P- *(U) cp(X) e
{Xt, XeAf, 
x 
which is also a trigonometric polynomial, is the required almost periodic solution 
of Equation (l). 
We prove Estimate (4) in this case. Denote by K(z0, 5) the circle in the complex 
plane C with its centre at the point z0e C and with its radius 5, 6 > 0. Further, 
denote by x(z0, 5) the open ring and by x(z0, 5) the closed ring with its centre at z0 
and with its radius 5. There exists 3 > 0 such that the circles Kf = K(icOj, 8), 
j = 1,..., p do not intersect and 
0 < 5 < min {a, d] , 
where a > 0 is chosen so that 
P(2a) n o(A(z)) = {icol9..., icop} . 
If R > 0, denote by LR the boundary of the closed region 
P(a) n x(0, R) . 
Further, denote by St and S2, respectively, the upper and lower arcs of the circle 
K(0, R) lying in the stripe P(a). If we choose R > 0 sufficiently large, the bounded 
region with the boundary LR contains all the circles Kj = K(icoj9 8), j = 1,..., p and 
at the same time the spectrum iAf of the trigonometric polynomial f(t). The solution 
xf now can be expressed in the form of Cauchy's integral 
(9) xf(t) = ± ["(C <*>- \z) F(t, z) dz - f | <P-\z) F(t, z) dz l , 
where 
(10) *!M = I T:<PW> leAf 
X Z — M 
If Re z 4= 0 and te J, we have 
/*+ooRez i p /•+ooRex - | 
(11) F(t,z)=\ /(t + s ) e — d s - - /(0 + j f'(t + s)e-"ds\, 
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because 
Akt /»+ooRe.? C+ooKez 




e(ІA--Tsd s = e
І A<«+*У~Mds. 
lim |F(r, z)\ = 0 
|z l -* + oo 
uniformly for t e J, there exists such K0 > 0 that 
(12) I^M-u 
holds for |z| ^ .R0, * e J. 
We may write 
$(z) = z TF - - (a + fce"ZT)l 
for z 4= 0. With regard to this form and to the regularity of #(z) o n G - {0}, where 
G = P ( a ) - - U ^ ^ ) , 
i = i 
there exists such a positive constant Cx that 
(13) K ^ n 
lzl 
holds for all z e G — {0}. Inequality (13) and Estimate (12) imply that for R ^ R0 
and for R -» +00 
(14) l ( L + L ) ф " ҷ * ) j : < ř , г ) d * a -̂  4C* arcsin • 0 
R 
holds uniformly for t e J. 




which is valid uniformly for t e J. Estimates (13), (14), (15) guarantee existence of the 
limit 
I f 1 / /*—a+ioo /•a+ioo\ 
I0 = lim —^ $-\z)F(t, z)dz = — - + ) 4>~\z)F(t, z)dz , 
K-+ 00 2 7 1 1 1 ^ 27tl\ J _ a - i o o ja-ioo/ 
for the integrals on the right hand side converge (absolutely) according to these 
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estimates. The following estimate holds: 
(•+00 
2;ra J -ooL | a ~i s | | a + l s | J a 
We need to establish analogous estimates for integrals 
2™ J*, 
Due to the properties of the roots of Equation (2) in the stripe P(2a), the identity 
A(z) = (z - icoj)rj Aj(z) , Aj(icoj) 4= 0 , 
holds for z e x(io)j, 5), j = 1,..., p. Hence 
$~l(z) = (z - ia>y)-
r' A;x(z) £(z) 
for z e x(ia>j, 3) — {ico,-}, 7 = 1,..., p, where 5>(z) is the matrix whose elements with 
subscripts j , k are equal to the algebraic complements of <P(z) corresponding to the 
elements of #(z) with subscripts fc,7*; j , k = 1,..., n. The matrix 
rj(z) = Aj\z)$(z) 
is analytic in the closed ring x(icoj9 S),j = 1,..., p. Notice that the development 
— iX iX — icoj fc=o \iX — ico,/ 
is valid for arbitrary X e Af and z e K; because 
\iX - ic9y.| ^ d > 5 = |z - icoj\ , 7 = 1,..., p 
Hence 
áz - —<£ Í -^Z) - - ? -^ - . 
27TÍ J Ki Z — U 
1 »v-- 1 r put 
= TT-J— Z T ĉb (z-ic»,r^rX-)dZ 7-^—-,= 
iX — icoj k=o 2m JKj (u — KOJ* 
- *ia>J' Z r -^-r ; Ir^O^-rf—-j . j - i. ... v • 
k=i \Tj — fc)! (U - ícojf 
Denote 
ei(A-o>j)ř 
^ . / O ^ E T T : r-rií>W> ^ 4 r > fc = 0 , 1 , . . . , ^ ; j = l,...,p. 
A ( U — ICO,)* 
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These functions are trigonometric polynomials (i.e. almost periodic function). Since 
|A — (Oj\ = d > 0 for ke Af , j = 1, ..., p , 
and since #,,&(*) is the almost periodic primitive function of g7k_1(l) with zeromean 
value, we obtain estimates 
\gJJk\ = M
fc|gi>0| = M
k\f\ S Mk\\f\\ , k=l,...,rj; j=l,...,p, 
by applying repeatedly Favard's theorem. Hence we get 
w ^ z ^ ^ M i / i ^ ^ i i / i , j = i,..,p. 
*- i (r, - k)\ 
Passing to the limit for R -» + oo in (9), we obtain 
i / /.—a + ioo /•a+iooX 
(16) x/t)=±(-\ + y-\z)F(t,z)dz-
-.-7H \ J -a-ioo J a - i o o / 
271U--1 J * , 
If we set 
A = max{l, £A 7} , 
i=o 
then 
H = 1̂1/11 • 
Further, we get the estimate 
M = CM +Ml W + 1/1 = 0«l + H + i] ̂ 11/11 = 4A\ 
from Equation (1), where 
A = [|a| + |fc| + l ] A 
depends on a, b, d, % only (6 depends on a, b, d, x only). 
Note 1. The estimate of |x}| can be also obtained by the method used above for 
\xf\. But it is necessary to replace f(t) and F(t, z) by f'(t) and F't(t, z), respectively. 
In the general case of the almost periodic function f(t) we must, however, suppose, 
that f(t) has the almost periodic derivatives f'(t), /"(*). • 
Finally, we get 
(-7) • IMMI/II • 
by combining the above estimates. 
Consider now an arbitrary almost periodic function f(t) satisfying the conditions 
of Theorem 1. Denote by Bm(t)9 m = 1, 2,..., Bochner-Fejer's polynomials of f(t) 
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(uniformly converging to f(0 on J), then their derivatives B'm(t), m = 1, 2, ..., are 
Bochner-Fejer's polynomials of f'(t) (uniformly converging tof '(t) on J). Let xm(0 
be the unique almost periodic solution of the equation 
(lm) x'(t) = a x(t) + b x(t - T) + Bm(0 
whose spectrum is contained in iAf, m = 1,2, ... . These solutions are Bochner-
Fejer's polynomials of the formal solution of Equation (1) and it is sufficient to prove 
their uniform convergence on J which is guaranteed, however, by the estimates 
|| Xm + p ~~ *m|| = ^ | | ^ m + p ~" Bm\\ > 
m = 1,2, ...; p = 1,2, ... . We get the required solution of Equation (1) by passing 
to limit for m -> oo: 
xf(t) = lim xm(t) . 
With regard to (17) and to ||Bm|| -> ||f||, m -» oo, the required estimate 
IWI ^ 41/11 
is valid. 
II. QUASILINEAR EQUATION 
Consider now a system of quasilinear differential equations with positive constant 
time lag T and with a small complex parametr e 
(18) x'(t) = a x(t) + b x(t - T) + f(0 + e g(t, x(t), x(t - T), e) . 
N o t e 2. In order to keep simple record we shall study only one unique time lag 
as the method used for more constant time lags would be quite analogous. • 
The terms a, b,f(t) in Equation (18) have the same meaning as in Part I. Assume 
that the function g(t, u, v, s) is defined, continuous on J x Cn x C"1 x x, where 
C = C x ... x C and x = x(0, 80), S0 > 0, analytic in the variables u, v, e and 
almost periodic in the variable t together with its partial derivative dgjdt uniformly 
to others variables. 
If we have two sets Jt a J, Jf c J, we define 
M + jf = {£ + rj : { e Jt, rj G Jf\ . 
Further, we define 
A = Af u Ag + S(Ag KjAfKj {0}) = S(Af u Ag) , 
where S(Ag u Af u {0}) is the smallest additive semigroup which contains the union 
Ag u Af u {0}. Analogously 5(^1^. u Ag). 
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Theorem 2. Let d = dist [i/1, o-(A(z))] be positive. Then there exists a real positive 
number e0 such that for each complex eex, satisfying |e| < e0, Equation (18) has 
a unique almost "periodic solution xe(t) with its spectrum in i/1. 
Proof. Denote by B the Banach space of all almost periodic vector functions/(t) 
(column with n components) with almost periodic derivatives f'(t) and with their 
spectra in i/1. The norm in B is || • • ||. Set for R > 0 
BR = {feB:\\f\\£R}, 
which is a closed subset of the space B. For R > 0 we denote by \g\R the maximum 
value among the least upper bounds of magnitudes of the function g(t, u, v, e) and its 
first order derivatives with respect to variables t, u, v, its mixed second order deriva-
tives with respect to variables t,u,v, and its second order derivatives with respect to 
variables w, v on the set 
{[t, u, v, e] : te J, |w| g R, \v\ <S R, eex} . 
The least upper bounds considered exist under the assumption of analyticity in vari-
ables w, v, continuity in variables t, w, v, e, and almost periodicity in variable t of 
functions g and dgjdt. If we denote 
then the estimates 
CR = {w є C" : |w| ^ JR} 
(19) 
\g(t, w, v, e) - g(t, u, v, e)\ g Ĥ fl* [|ř - í\ + |w - w| + |v - v\] 
\gt(t, w, v, e) - gt(t, w, v, e)\ S \g\R [\t - ?| + \u - w| + \v - v\] 
\gu(t, u, v,e) - gu(t, u, v, e)\ S \g\R [\t - í| + |w - w| + |t; - v\] 
\gv(t, u, v, e) - gv(t, u, v, e)\ S \g\R [\t - l\ + |w - w| + \v - v\] 
are valid for arbitrary real t, 1, for arbitrary w, w, v, v from CR, and for arbitrary 
e e x. If t;(t) e BR, then under our assumptions the function 
y(t) = y(t, e) = g(t, £(t), Z(t - T), e) 
is an almost periodic function belonging to the space B for each eex and 
M = lklU, 
£2 + ^ ť ( , ) + ^ ť ( ř _ t ) 
dt du dv 
= lklU[i+2||í|], 
Hence 
b U | t 7 l » [ l + 2R]. 
Define an operator si = s/(e), £ e x, on the space .9 such that for £(t) e B, s/ Z(i) 
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is the unique almost periodic solution belonging to the space B of the equation 
x'(t) = a x(t) + / j x ( f - r ) + f(t) + e y(t) 
(uniqueness is guaranteed by Theorem 1). We get the inequality 
IKII < A\\f + ey\\ < AEI/II + |e| |y||] < 
<A [ | | / | | + |e| | f l | | J s .(l + 2R)]. 
Consequently, the operator s4 maps the space BR into itself if R > -4||/||, eex and 
H< R~AW 
(l + 2R)A\\g\\R 
If the functions |(f), rj(t) belong to BR, we define for e e x the functions 
yi(t) = <?(*, £(t), €(* - T), e) , y,(t) = g(t, ri(t), t\(t - ^), e) , 
x(t) = s4 #t) , y(t) = s* t](t) , w(t) = x(t) - y(t). 
The function w(t) is the unique almost periodic solution belonging to B of the equation 
w'(t) = a w(t) + bw(t-r) + e[y£) - y„(f)] 
and consequently 
| | ^ - s/n\ = ||w| = A|e| |y. - y,|| < 
< : 2A | e | | |a | | J J ( l+2R ) | | £ - , ? | | , 
since according to the definition of ||a|R and (19) the estimates 
\y< ~ y,\ = 2hU U ~ * l . 
| r « - y ; | < 2 | | a | | R ( i + 2 R ) | ^ - f / | | 
hold. In order to get a contractive operator s4 on BR it is sufficient to put 
1 
e < 
2(1 + 2^)^151/ 
The operator s4 maps the space BR into itself and turns out to be a contraction on BR 
for |e| < e0) where 
_ m - n f 1 R - A\f\ 
B° mm \2(l + 2R) A\\g\R' (í + 2R)A\\g\\ R ) 
Consequently, there exists a unique function xs(t)eBR, \e\ < e0, R > -4||/||, such 
that 
sé xt(І) = xe(t), 
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i.e. there exists a unique almost periodic solution of Equation (18) with its spectrum 
in \A for each e if |e| < e0. 
III. A MORE GENERAL EQUATION 
Consider a little more general form of the linear differential equation with time lag, 
namely 
(20) x'(t) = a x(t) + b x(t - T) + c x'(t - T) + f(t), 
where a, b, c are constant square matrices of n-th order, f(t) and its derivatives 
/ (0>/'(0 a r e a l m o s t periodic vector functions (column with n components) and T 
is a constant positive time lag. Denote 
<P(z) = z(E - ce~zx) - a - be"" 
and 
A(z) = det #(z) . 
Suppose again that the distance 
d = dist [iAf, <T(A(Z))] 
is positive. Further, denote by 
Q(z) = E - ce~zx 
(i.e. the matrix coefficient at the variable z in #(z)) and 
co(z) = det Q(z) . 
Suppose 
(21) o-(c) n K(0, 1) = 0 , 
where c(c) is the spectrum of the matrix c. Under this assumption there exists such 
a positive number 8 < \ that no characteristic number \i of the matrix c satisfies the 
inequality 
1 - 2l = \n\ ^ 1 + 2l. 
If / i j , . . . , ji€ are all mutually different characteristic numbers of the matrix c and if 
kl9 ...,kq are their multiplicities, then 
' *(-) = n(i-/^-2?'-
J=I 
Consequently, we may choose or > 0 small enough so that 
1 - 5 = |e-'"| g 1 + 5 
and at the same time 
\<r - j.,1 fc *, j« l,.,., .2, 
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for all z with |Re z| _ a. Hence it follows that in the stripe |Re z| _ a there exists 
a bounded inverse matrix Q~l(z). Thus the matrices $(z) and <P~ l(z) are arbitrarily 
close to the matrices z Q(z) and z" 1 Q"l(z) for z sufficiently large (in absolute value), 
since 
<P(z) = z Q(z) [E - z ' 1 Q~l(z) (a + be~zx)~ 
for z + 0. Consequently, the following modification of Theorem 1 holds for Equation 
(20) (with regard to Note 1): 
Theorem 1'. Let a(c) n K(0, 1) = 0 and let the distance d = dist \}Af, a(A(z))~ 
be positive. Then Equation (20) has a unique almost periodic solution xf(t) such 
that 
AXf _ Af . 




and A depends on a, b, c, d, T only. 
Note 3. Consider several constant lime lags. In order to guarantee the existence 
and uniqueness of the required type of solution we should demand the corresponding 
matrix coefficient Q(z) at z in the expression for the corresponding matrix #(z) to 
have analogous properties as in the case of the single time lag, i.e. a uniformly bounded 
inverse matrix Q"1(z) should exist in a stripe P(a), a > 0, for all z sufficiently large 
(in absolute value). • 
If \c\ < 1, then Condition (21) is automatically fulfilled and Theorem V holds 
with the estimate 
IWI ̂  Af\ • 
Consequently, the following modification of Theorem 2 is valid for quasilinear 
equation 
(22) x'(t) = a x(t) + b x(t - T) + c x(t - x) + f(t) + 
+ e g(t, x(t), x(t - T), e) , 
where the vector function g(t, u,v,e) is defined and continuous on 
J x C" x Cn x ~ 
analytic in the variables u, v, e and almost periodic together with dgjdt in the 
variable t uniformly to the others variables. 
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Theorem 2'. Let \c\ < 1 and the distance 
d = d\iA, <x(<d(z))] 
be positive, where 
A = S(Af uA9). 
Then there is a real positive number e0 such that for each eex, \e\ < £0, Equation 
(22) has a unique almost periodic solution xe(t) with its spectrum in i/1. 
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